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 18 Comments The loading screen (which was already present) was replaced with a short greeting message to those who are
seeing the game for the first time. Thanks for checking out H-Game, everyone! Your support is really appreciated. Thank you

very much for the news on the long awaited H-Game. A lot of my friends have asked me what the deal with it is. It's nice to see
that it's finally here after all this time. I'm excited to try out the game and see what all the fuss is about. I was hoping it would be

an anime as it looks like an interesting game (would definitely add it to my to-buy list for PS3). It will be nice to see how this
game runs on PS3, and how it compares to other PS3 games. How many times have we seen these games hit the previews like

the last two weeks, only to disappear altogether? I mean, we are really waiting for the final release so the game actually appears
to happen, not the preview, which is just a way for the game to get a name on the Web site, and the release date on the calendar.
That is all. I'm disappointed but not surprised. I am really interested in the game, but I'm not going to believe that it will come to

market until I actually see it. As for Dragon's Crown, it was originally planned for the PC, but it looked like the developers
would rather develop the game for the PS3 instead. I'm not saying that H-game will be like Dragon's Crown, but after all these

years of waiting for a game that wasn't made from scratch for this PS3, we just have to be a bit more patient. I'm looking
forward to the gameplay of H-Game. In the mean time, why not check out some of the Japanese Hentai games in H-Game? I'll
make a separate thread to post some of my favorites. I'm still waiting for Dragon's Crown. It's been 3 years. Since the release of
Dragon Quest VIII, Dragon's Crown has not been released. The game was supposed to be published by Atlus for the PS3. But

the people from Atlus backed out, and bought the rights to Dragon's Crown from Square Enix. It was pretty sad. Dragon's
Crown is one of the best RPG games on the PS2, but it will never be released for 82157476af
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